Virtual Emerging Researchers’ Conference 2021

CALL FOR PAPERS
10 to 11 NOVEMBER

The 2021 LuxERA ERC Conference invites all emerging researchers (advanced master students, Ph.D.
students and researchers within five years of completing a Ph.D.) to present their work to connect and exchange their
ideas on educational research in a collegial and friendly atmosphere.
The conference provides an open space for a wide range of disciplinary, theoretical, methodological, and
thematic contributions about education in Luxembourg and beyond and aims to stimulate exchange and
cooperation within the field of education and related fields, such as inclusive education, multilingualism, lifelong
learning, history of education, sociology of education and beyond.
Contributions: We invite emerging researchers to contribute to the conference with a paper presentation of 20
minutes (plus 10 minutes of discussion) or an interactive 5-minute Pitch (plus discussion). The 5-minute Pitch
gives room to present (preliminary) results, to discuss early stage project ideas and/or to search for project
collaborators with the aim to stimulate exchange and get feedback. Submitted papers should have an explicit focus
on education and related fields.
Languages: English is the preferred language, although we would also welcome presentations in German, French,
Luxembourgish.
Abstracts (up to 300 words for papers and up to 150 words for 5-minute Pitches, excluding references) in the
presentation language: The outline of your paper should cover key questions, theoretical issues, methodology, and
(preliminary) findings. Please provide the following information: name, affiliation, and e-mail address.
Participation: Participation will be free to all LuxERA members and 30 Euros for non-members. We encourage all
researchers in our community to join the association and to benefit from a discounted/free participation at ECER and
LuxERA events. To become a member, please fill out the following form.
Deadline: The deadline for abstract submission is 31 July 2021. You are informed after the peer review outcome by
early September 2021. Please submit your abstract to luxeraconf@uni.lu.

